
BlueMatch Expands Commission-Free 
Real Estate Services to Florida 
  
Denver, CO (January 8th, 2018) 
  
BlueMatch, an innovator in commission-free real estate services and automating and 
streamlining the real estate processes, announced plans to enter the Florida real estate market, 
effective immediately. 
  
As of December 20, 2018, homeowners in Florida in the Tampa Bay, Orlando, and Jacksonville 
metropolitan areas will be able to use the BlueMatch platform for listing and selling their homes. 
The rest of Florida will be added by mid to late spring of 2019. 
  
BlueMatch provides its core services, including MLS listing, to home owners commission free. 
  
Company CEO, Jonathan Dobbertin, noted “Over the past three years we’ve been very careful 
when expanding into new markets. We feel that by entering the Tampa Bay, Orlando, and 
Jacksonville markets we will be able to provide critical and cost-effective home selling services 
from day one. Not only is this a big move for BlueMatch, but it’s also a major opportunity for 
Florida homeowners to take control of the home sale process and, as a result, net more profit 
from those sales.” 
  
Founded in 2016, BlueMatch has expanded beyond its Denver, Colorado origins to offer real 
estate services in Colorado, Washington, Minnesota, and Florida, as well as being licensed in 
Georgia and New York. The company has sold hundreds of millions of dollars of real estate, 
saving its clients millions of dollars in commission. 
  
To learn more about BlueMatch, visit http://bluematch.com/. 
  

About BlueMatch 
BlueMatch provides a software platform that gives homeowners the ability to list their homes 
commission-free with the support, advice, and guidance of a licensed real estate agent. Our 
goal is to automate the real estate transaction saving the seller thousands in commissions 
without sacrificing service, price, or days on market. 
  
Learn more and sign up for free home listing at: http://bluematch.com/. 
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### 
  
I am not sure exactly what to include but i figure this is a start 
 
Three year old colorado based real estate startup BlueMatch is expanding to Florida 
BlueMatch currently serves CO, MN, WA, and is Licensed in GA & NY 
BlueMatch will initially be focusing on the Tampa Bay Metro, Orlando Metro, and Jacksonville 
Metro areas.  
Home owners can begin listing their home on the BlueMatch platform beginning Dec 20th 
BlueMatch has sold hundreds of millions in homes saving its clients millions in commission 


